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Vivaldi 2.8 Released with Unified Sync Support for Desktop and Android [3]

Vivaldi Technologies released today the Vivaldi 2.8 web browser for desktop platforms,
including GNU/Linux, macOS, and Windows, an incremental update that adds significant
improvements.
With Vivaldi 2.8, Vivaldi Technologies continues to give desktop users full control over their
browsing experience by adding various improvements across the board, starting with Vivaldi
Sync, which now lets you sync bookmarks, passwords, history, notes, and autofill information
across desktop and mobile.
That's right, starting with Vivaldi 2.8, all your browsing data will be automatically
synchronized between your installations of Vivaldi on desktop platforms, such as Linux, Mac,
or Windows, and your mobile device where Vivaldi for Android is installed if you use Vivaldi
Sync.

New Version Vivaldi Web Browser Has Been Released, Install in Ubuntu/Linux [4]

Vivaldi is the new web browser compare to other famous browsers, the initial release of
Vivaldi was in January, 2015. It has improved a lot and evolved since the first release.
Basically it is based on the open-source frameworks of Chromium, Blink and Google's V8
JavaScript engine and has a lot of great feature which I will table later. It is known to be the
most customizable browser for power users, debuts features that make browsing more personal

than ever before.
Do we really need another browser? Since we already have a lot of them such as mostly used
Firefox, Chrome, Opera and so on. The former CEO of Opera Software Jon Von Tetzchner
didn't liked the direction of Opera Web Browser and said "Sadly, it is no longer serving its
community of users and contributors - who helped build the browser in the first place." Then
created a web browser which has to be fast, rich feature, highly flexible and puts the user first,
so Vivaldi was born.

Vivaldi 2.8: Inspires new desktop and mobile experiences [5]

Today we are launching a new upgrade to our desktop version ? Vivaldi 2.8.
We?re always focused on giving you complete control over your desktop experience, while
also making sure to protect your privacy and security online.
Vivaldi on the desktop has been our foundation. And now ? our inspiration. It continuously
pushes us forward to deliver a browser that is made for you.

Privacy and the rise of the alternative search engine [6]

Over the summer we opened our blog to guest bloggers eager to share their perspectives on
privacy. In this story, Finn Brownbill explains how we can put an end to tracking in search for
the purpose of data collection.
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